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NOTES

1. This wiring diagram is applied only to the outdoor unit.
2.  :field wiring
3.  : Terminal strip   : connector,   : terminal,  : protective earth (screw).   
4. When using the option adapter, refer to the installation manual.
5. Refer to the installation manual for connection wiring to indoor-outdoor transmission F1-F2, outdoor-outdoor transmission F1-F2, outdoor-multi transmission Q1-Q2.
6. Refer to installation manual. How to use BS1~BS5 and DS1 switch.
7. When operating, don’t short circuit for protection device (S1PH).
8. Be sure to connect an interlock circuit between the terminal (3)-(4) of terminal strip (X3M).
9. Install a heat source water pump operation circuit between the terminal (1)-(2) of terminal strip (X2M), when interlocking a heat source water pump and system operation.
10. Cool/heat selector cannot be connected when operating heat recovery system.
11. Colours BLK: BLACK, RED: RED, BLU: BLUE, WHT: WHITE, PNK: PINK, GRY: GRAY, ORG: ORANGE.

Power supply

A1P Printed circuit board (main) K10R Magnetic relay (operation output) (A1P) V1R Diode bridge (A2P)
A2P Printed circuit board (inv) K11R Magnetic relay (Y5S) (A1P) V2R Power module (A2P)
A3P Printed circuit board (noise filter) K12R Magnetic relay (Y7S) (A1P) X1A, X3A Connector (Y1E, Y3E)
A4P Printed circuit board (sub) K13R Magnetic relay (E1HC) (A1P) X1M Terminal strip (power supply)
BS1 ~5 Push button switch L1R Reactor X1M Terminal strip (control) (A1P)

(mode, set, return, test, reset) M1C Motor (compressor) X2M Terminal strip (operation output)
C63, C66 Capacitor M1F, M2F Motor (fan inverter cooling) X3M Terminal strip (interlock)
DS1 Dip switch PS Switching power supply X4M Terminal strip (M1C)
E1HC Crankcase heater Q1RP Phase reversal detect circuit (A1P) Y1E Electronic expansion valve (main)
F1U Fuse (250V, 5A ) (A3P) R50, R59 Resistor Y3E Electronic expansion valve (sub cool)
F1U, F2U Fuse (250V, 10A ) (A1P) R95 Resistor (current limiting) Y1S Solenoid valve (hot gas bypass)
H1P ~8P Pilot lamp (service monitor-orange) (A1P) R1T Thermistor (FN) (A2P) Y2S Solenoid valve (oil recovery)

(H2P) Prepare test ..... flickering R2T Thermistor (suction) Y3S Solenoid valve (receiver pressurization)
Malfunction detection .... light up R3T Thermistor (M1C discharge) Y4S Solenoid valve (receiver gas purge)

HAP Pilot lamp (service monitor-green) (A1P) R4T Thermistor (Hex gas pipe) Y5S Solenoid valve (4 way valve) (main)
K1M Magnetic contactor (M1C) (A2P) R5T Thermistor (sub cooling Hex) Y6S Solenoid valve (liquid pipe)
K1R Magnetic relay (A2P) R6T Thermistor (receiver liq pipe) Y7S Solenoid valve (4 way valve) (heat exchanger)
K3R Magnetic relay (Y1S) (A1P) S1NPH Pressure sensor (high) Z1C Noise filter (ferrite core)
K5R Magnetic relay (Y3S) (A1P) S1NPL Pressure sensor (low) Z1F Noise filter (with surge absorber)
K6R Magnetic relay (Y4S) (A1P) S1PH Pressure switch (high)
K7R Magnetic relay (M1F-M2F) (A1P) T1A Current sensor (A4P) Cool/heat selector
K8R Magnetic relay (Y6S) (A1P) T1R Transformer (220-240V/20V) S1S Selector switch (fan / cool-heat)
K9R Magnetic relay (Y2S) (A1P) V1CP Safety devices input S2S Selector switch (cool/heat)

Is connector color for printed circuit board.
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Is connector color for component.
Is discrimination color for component lead wire.
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